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Cobalt Cheats May Still Be Tough to Catch
By Bill Finley
   Though he has implemented tough rules that he hopes will
deter trainers from using the illegal drug Cobalt,
Meadowlands owner Jeff Gural said yesterday that
combating use of the drug may not be easy.
   On Wednesday, the Meadowlands announced that it was
doing its own out-of-competition testing for the drug and had
already banned two trainers whose horses showed to have
excessive levels of Cobalt in their systems. The

Meadowlands has
established a
threshold level of
four (4) times the
standard
deviation above
the normal level
of Cobalt, which
does occur in the

body naturally.  Any trainer who has a horse test above that
level will be banned from the Meadowlands and Gural's
other two tracks, Vernon Downs and Tioga Downs.
According to the Meadowlands press release, the odds of a
horse having a natural level of Cobalt in its system above the
threshold the Meadowlands will allow is 10,000-1.
   Dionne Benson, the Executive Director & COO of the
Racing Medication and Testing Consortium, said that Cobalt
is definitely a drug that can be used as a
performance-enhancer.     
   "People believe is that it causes the bone marrow to
stimulate more blood cells. It's not unlike EPO," she said.
   Gural said he first became aware of Cobalt when hearing
rumors that a trainer with a long list of violations on his
record was offering to sell it to people. No racing state was
testing for the drug, so Gural took samples collected by his
investigator Brice Cote and sent them to a lab in Hong Kong,
where the excessive Cobalt levels showed up. Yet, he
doesn't believe he has solved the problem.
   "The real problem is that this is a drug that disappears
from the system very quickly," he said. "That makes it hard
for us to pick it up. My guess is that with the two really bad
cases where the trainers were banned their horse probably
got this stuff a half an hour before we tested the horses. We
were probably lucky to catch them."
   Though it may difficult to nail anyone using Cobalt, Gural
hopes that fear of getting caught will be enough to make
trainers stop using it.
   "One of the reasons I came out with the statement was,
rather than trying to catch people, I want them to say to
themselves ‘I better not use this stuff if I want to race at the
Meadowlands,'" Gural said. "Why run the risk that Brice Cote
shows up at the wrong time, takes a sample and I am done?
A trainer that can't race at the Meadowlands is in trouble."

   According to the Meadowlands statement when an
excessive amount of Cobalt is administered to a horse, it
can be very harmful.  When used in excess, the affects of
Cobalt can be, but are not limited to: cardiovascular
issues, potential nerve problems, thickening of the blood
and thyroid toxicity.
   "We are committed to providing the most integrity-driven
product in harness racing," said Chairman Jeff Gural.  "We
set out on a mission when taking over The Meadowlands
to not only provide our customers with that integrity-driven
product, but to do what is best for the horse and for the
industry.  This threshold of Cobalt being implemented for
horses competing at The Meadowlands, Vernon Downs
and Tioga Downs is just one step toward achieving what
we set out to achieve.  If you are found to be giving your
horses an excessive amount of this substance, you are not
racing at any of our three racetracks, plain and simple. 
This is not about catching trainers that are cheating, this is
about keeping our equine athletes safe and healthy and
providing our betting public and all of our participants a
product that is on a level playing field." 
   If Cobalt is indeed a problem in harness racing and no
states are testing for it then it would stand to reason that,
currently, trainers can use it outside of the Meadowlands 
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without fear if getting caught. Gural said he has heard that
New York and Kentucky are among states that are
considering testing for the drug in the near future.

And You Thought It Was Cold Here
By Lucas Marquardt
   The cold played havoc with schedules in the U.S. and
Canada earlier in the week when temperatures plummeted
into the single digits (Fahrenheit), too cold for man, beast or
harness racing. On Tuesday, with temperatures in the range
of 8 and 9 degrees on the eastern part of the continent,
Monticello, Western Fair, Yonkers and Northfield all
canceled.
   In Alberta, sometimes they only wish it would get that
warm for a night of harness racing.

   At Northlands Park, they were likely having a good laugh
at those of us who were
complaining about the frigid
temperatures that all but shut down
the sport. At Northlands, brutal
temperatures are not a problem,
they are a way of life. They don't
complain, they very rarely cancel.
They just bundle up and go out and
race.
   "Unless there's a complete
blizzard people here will still come

out to the races," said local trainer Rod Starkewski. "It's
winter. The only thing to do is to come out to the horse
races or go to a hockey game."
    With almost inhumane conditions a daily part of life
during the winter in Edmonton, the track, the horsemen
and the racing commission have gotten together to
establish some guidelines. They will cancel anytime the
temperature dips below -25 Celsius (-13F) or if the wind
chill goes below -30 Celsius (-22F). Any warmer and it’s a
go.
   "When it comes to temperature, you're dealing with the
health and safety concerns of horses and people," said
Northlands General Manager Chris Roberts. "At -25 you're
at the point where exposed flesh will freeze in 10 minutes.
Horses handle it better, but they're exercising, so their
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lungs are handling a lot of cold air. Under the advice of
veterinarians, their advice is that racing below -25 can be
hazardous. Our number one concern is safety."
   When you might have a night when you are racing at -24
Celsius that causes obvious problems, one of which is
keeping the drivers warm. Starkewski said they do their best
to stave off the cold.
   "The drivers here are tough," he said. "They wrap
themselves up in gear similar to what the football players
wear, lots of UnderArmour. With the gloves, there's not much
to them because you have to have a feel for the lines and a
feel for the horses. The gloves have to be pretty fine."
   The conditions also affect the horses.
   "What we found is that you need a warm paddock to keep
the horses loose," trainer Rod Hennessy said. "Because in a
short post parade, and when it's 25 below, you don't get a
chance to loosen the horses up. We try to keep the paddock
warm and will keep three blankets on them. I do a lot of work
on their throats after they race. When it's that cold their
throats get irritated."
   "It affects them, it takes more out of them," Starkewski
said. "They are a little more tired the next days. We notice
they crash."
   Northlands canceled on Dec. 6 and 7 when the wind chill
both days dipped below 30 below. A week later, it dipped
down to -24.6 (-12 Fahrenheit), cold but warm enough to
race. Roberts said there is little humidity in Edmonton, which
helps make the extreme cold bearable.
   "We get used to it," Starkewski said. "I know that's hard to
believe. The first couple of days that you get weather like
this it can seem chilly, and then you get used to it and you
are fine."
   Racing resumes tonight at Northlands. The weather
forecast is calling for a high of 31 (Fahrenheit). At
Northlands, they have a phrase for that: heat wave.

Northfield to Offer $500,000 Carl Milstein

Memorial
   Northfield Park has announced the creation of the
$500,000 Carl Milstein Memorial to be raced on Friday, Aug.
15. The Milstein Memorial is an early-closer for
3-year-old-colt-and-gelding pacers. Northfield will add
$250,000 to the purse, for an estimated $400,000 Final and
a $100,000 Consolation. The top eight purse earners in 2014
that enter will make up the field for the final, with the next
eight drawing into the consolation. 
   The race will fill a big hole left on the harness racing
calendar when it was announced that the battle of the
Brandywine for 3-year-old male pacers was among three
major races dropped from the schedule in Pennsylvania. 
   Carl Milstein owned and operated Northfield from 1984
until his death in 1999. His son, Brock Milstein, took over as
Chairman of Northfield Park upon his passing and is now the
Chairman of Milstein Entertainment, LLC, majority owner of
the Hard Rock Rocksino and Northfield Park. 
   The rich Milstein Memorial is a direct result of the recent
addition of a slots casino at Northfield. The announcement of

the race comes less than one month after the opening of
the $265,000,000 Hard Rock Rocksino.

Three New Living Horse Hall of Fame Members

Announced (press release)
   The Living Horse Hall of Fame nominating committee of
the Harness Racing Museum & Hall of Fame has
announced the results of recent balloting to determine the
2014 inductees into the Harness Racing Living Horse Hall
of Fame. 
   Annual members (in good standing) voted for the two
horses they felt best exemplified greatness. Their choices
are racehorses Donato Hanover and Precious Bunny. The
other nominees were Fool's Goal, Real Desire and SJ's
Photo. Also entering the Living Horse Hall of Fame in 2014
will be broodmare Hattie, having met the required criteria
for induction (see below).
   Donato Hanover, Precious Bunny and Hattie will be
inducted on Hall of Fame Day, Sunday (July 6). The
ceremonies honoring these extraordinary Standardbred
horses will take place during the Harness Racing Museum
& Hall of Fame's annual dinner. For information on the Hall
of Fame weekend and other festivities surrounding this
important occasion visit http://www.harnessmuseum.com/
or call or write the Museum at 240 Main Street, Goshen,
NY 10924. Phone: 845.294.6330.
   Standardbreds are only eligible for nomination to
harness racing's highest accolade if they comply with the
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LEADING PACING SIRES OF 1:55 2YOs
FINAL 2013 FIGURES

SIRE NAME
last reported

loc.
Elig
St Foals

1:55
performers percentage

SOMEBEACHSOMEWHERE PA PA 118 40 33.90%

AMERICAN IDEAL NY NY 92 17 18.48%

WELL SAID PA PA 102 16 15.69%

SHADOW PLAY ON ON 109 16 14.68%

REAL ARTIST PA PA 21 3 14.29%

ART MAJOR NY NY 106 14 13.21%

PONDER PA KY 16 2 12.50%

WESTERN IDEAL PA NJ 72 9 12.50%

MCARDLE OH PA 49 6 12.24%

ROCKNROLL HANOVER deceased NJ 149 17 11.41%

BETTOR'S DELIGHT PA NY 123 14 11.38%

SAND SHOOTER IN IN 110 12 10.91%

ALWAYS A VIRGIN IN IN 111 12 10.81%

THE PANDEROSA OH PA 57 6 10.53%

BIG GREEN MACHINE IL IL 10 1 10.00%

CLASSIC CARD SHARK ON ON 10 1 10.00%

MATTNAMARAS BAND IN IN 10 1 10.00%

FOUR STARZZZ SHARK PA PA 52 5 9.62%

MACH THREE ON ON 94 9 9.57%

ART OFFICIAL OH PA 84 8 9.52%

TELL ALL ON NJ 43 4 9.30%

ARTISCAPE NY NY 33 3 9.09%

FT APACHE HANOVER IL IL 11 1 9.09%

RODDY'S BAGS AGAIN DE DE 11 1 9.09%

KENNETH J NY NY 34 3 8.82%

YANKEE CRUISER PA PA 47 4 8.51%

ALLAMERICAN NATIVE ON PA 60 5 8.33%

ANOTHER MILE MI ON 12 1 8.33%

CAMLUCK ON ON 73 6 8.22%

NUCLEAR BREEZE PA PA 38 3 7.89%

Statistics courtesy of the USTA
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LEADING TROTTING SIRES OF 2:00 2YOs

FINAL 2013 FIGURES

SIRE
Last reported

Loc
Elig
ST Foals

2:00
performers percentage

MUSCLE HILL NJ NJ 81 26 32.10%

BROADWAY HALL PA PA 65 19 29.23%

CANTAB HALL PA PA 71 17 23.94%

HERE COMES HERBIE IN IN 13 3 23.08%

DONATO HANOVER PA PA 115 26 22.61%

CREDIT WINNER NY NY 25 5 20.00%

MUSCLES YANKEE PA NJ 74 14 18.92%

KEYSTONE SAVAGE OH IN 22 4 18.18%

PIZZAZZED IL IL 23 4 17.39%

CORNARO DASOLO ON ON 12 2 16.67%

EXPLOSIVE MATTER PA PA 96 16 16.67%

CONWAY HALL NY NY 78 12 15.38%

YANKEE GLIDE PA PA 83 12 14.46%

MAJESTIC SON ON ON 22 3 13.64%

JUSTICE HALL ON IN 46 6 13.04%

ANDOVER HALL PA PA 54 7 12.96%

MUSCLE MASS ON ON 94 11 11.70%

DEWEYCHEATUMNHOWE NY ON 86 10 11.63%

EARL OF STORMONT IN IN 26 3 11.54%

CINCINNATI KID IN IN 18 2 11.11%

RC ROYALTY NY NY 27 3 11.11%

KADABRA ON ON 118 13 11.02%

SOUTHWIND BREEZE IL IL 19 2 10.53%

CASH HALL NY NY 60 6 10.00%

JAILHOUSE JESSE IN IN 100 10 10.00%

VALLEY SPEED IN IN 10 1 10.00%

CRAZED PA NY 85 8 9.41%

SWAN FOR ALL IN IN 87 8 9.20%

MASTER LAVEC DE OH 11 1 9.09%

GLIDEMASTER PA PA 71 6 8.45%

Statistics courtesy of the USTA
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Donato Hanover is now a Hall of
Famer

following strict criteria: They must be retired from racing for
five years and had a drug-free career. In addition,

racehorses must
have won 75 percent
of their lifetime
starts, or gone
undefeated in a
single season
campaign of 12 or
more races, or been
the winner of $3
million lifetime or
named Harness
Horse of the Year
(US and/or Canada).
   Stallions must rank

among the 10 all-time leading money-winning sires at their
gait or have sired at least 100 $200,000 winners or been a
leading money-winning sire at his gait in three or more
seasons.
   Broodmares are automatically elected if they have
produced a $1 million winner and two other winners of
$500,000 or produced a Harness Horse of the Year (US
and/or Canada) and another $500,000 winner. 

Super Bowl Underway – Miller Wins 6
   Dave Miller appreciated the return to Thursday night racing
as he scored six wins on the card.  Two of those wins came
in the Super Bowl Trotting Series which got underway
tonight. 
   The first of the Buckeye “Super Bowl” triumphs was
Donatella Hanover, sent off an even money favorite, she
ranged up on the outside into the final turn, swooped to the
lead and trotted strongly trough the stretch to score in 1:55.3
for trainer Jimmy Takter.  Donatella Hanover is owned by
Christinatakterandthekids.  Miller’s “other” score in the
trotting series came with Ray Hall, who broke in his previous
start but had no such trouble tonight leading from start to
finish in 1:54.4 and winning by just over one length.  Ray
Hall is owned by Bruce & Patricia Soulsby and The Wall
Bros. Stable. 
   Earlier on the card, Home Turf took his division of the
Super Bowl by one length, holding off Cocotier in 1:56 for
John Campbell.  Trained by Co-Owner Noel Daley for Mirva
Bogucki. 
   The most impressive winner in the first round of the Super
Bowl trotting series was Time To Quit.  Patiently handled by
Yannick Gingras, Time To Quit moved smoothly to the lead
on the far turn, opened up willingly in the stretch and was
wrapped up coming to the wire, holding off Dough Dough in
the process.  Time To Quit appears as the horse to beat in
the series for Burke Racing Stable, Weaver Bruscemi LLC
and Philip Collura, trained by Ron Burke.  Round Two of the
Super Bowl will be contested Thursday, January 16th with
the final set for Wednesday, January 22nd. 
   Live Handle showed a 23-percent increase compared to
this same night last year, while the export yielded a

21-percent increase, resulting in a total handle increase of
21-percent over 2013

Western Fair and Other Ontario Tracks Are

Trying Out New Models
   On Friday January 7th 2011, Western Fair brought in a
nightly handle of $108,640 and gave out close to $70,000
in purses. Last Friday evening they handed out a similar
$70,000 in purses, but garnered a handle of $531,000. 
That was the highest handle night at the oval in over a
decade. 
This has been going on for some time in London, Ontario. 
   "Our overall handle has been up for the first three full
months of the season. [We] just finished looking at
December's numbers today. Overall handle is up 12% for
the month despite three fewer programs (14 vs. 17 last
year). We've topped $400,000 in handle four times in the
last six programs which is a pretty good run for a track of
our stature," said Western Fair District's General Manager
Greg Blanchard. 
   The $400,000+ numbers are especially impressive when
you realize that the little London track did not even garner
more than $400,000 in handle for their Molson Pace cards
in years past, where well over a half a million dollars in
purses were raced for. 
   After slots were cancelled in Ontario in early 2012, a
"Transition Panel" made up of three government
appointees started to examine ways in which horse racing
could be self-sustaining. One of those obvious tactics was
to increase handle. The easy back of the napkin example -
which is a problematic (the pie is split many ways and it
depends on where the bet is made), but salient metric - is
that 20% of the handle [the takeout] must, at the very least
pay for purses. One might think this is common sense, but
that does not happen very often in harness racing, in
Ontario, or almost anywhere.  
   Just this week, the USTA released purse and handle
figures for harness racing in the US for 2013. $1.6 billion
was wagered throughout the year, and $422 million was
given out in purses. On the back of that same napkin, $1.6
billion in wagering resulted in $320 million in revenue.     
Purses were not paid for by betting dollars. 
   In Ontario (with slots) at many tracks this number was
much worse. In the Western Fair example above from
2011, $70,000 in purses resulted in only $21,000 of
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revenue from that $108,000 in handle. At small tracks like
Woodstock Raceway, this number was unfathomable. I
picked a random Friday card on a summer day in 2011 and
saw that $60,000 in purses were raced for, with a handle of
$4,817.  That's spending $60,000 to get back $964.  Clearly
that was not able to be sustained without slot machines. 
   Fast forwarding to today, the smaller tracks have been
eliminated for the most part, and tracks like Western Fair
were challenged to succeed. Last Friday, with our 20%
calculation, $106,000 in revenue was achieved from
wagering, with $70,000 in purses. If we surmise that it costs
$25,000 to put on such a racecard, the costs ($95,000) are
lower than the revenue ($106,000). Three years ago this was
impossible to achieve. 
   Of course, much of this growth is coming from off track or
internet wagering and that is an issue, so you cannot in any
way say racing is "making a profit", however the effects are
noticed regardless.
   "The off-track gain is very encouraging as more people are
supporting the product. The improved pool size seems to
have a snowball effect and even our on-track crowd is
becoming more aware of this and are playing the local
product more", noted Greg. 
   The "snowball effect" is something not lost on visionaries
like Chris Schick, who helped create the USTA's Strategic
Wagering Initiative. A lot of non-bettors do not know how
punishing small pool size is. For example, when making a
pick 3 bet, it is mathematically and fundamentally wrong to
bet more than the parlay. No gambler worth his salt would
even think of it. With a pool of $4,000, you cannot choose
horses at more than 13.45-1 and hope to make a sound
gamble.  How many harness tracks have pick 3 pools over
$4,000? One or two. At small tracks like Western Fair, these
pools are a fraction of that. Racetracks were selling a
$100,000 purse steak, and delivering raw hamburger.
Pool size, through guarantees and low takeout are a staple
at Western Fair and this has begun to be branded. Their pick
4 pool, which once struggled to receive even $3,000 in
handle, now approaches quadruple that number. Pool size
matters and handle begets more handle. 
   "Our team is trying to keep that ball rolling by focusing on
things like full fields, competitive racing, a consistent product
and an attractive wagering menu.  It creates a buzz around
the place when you see numbers like put up last Friday -
everyone from customers to staff to judges to horse people
are excited to be a part of it. There are many small things
you can do to drive handle and increase wagering and you
really need all of these groups working together to make it
happen," said Greg.
   In addition to Western Fair, other small tracks have begun
to follow the same path, like Grand River Raceway. They
lowered takeout last season and created some buzz. Their
handle was up appreciably, and it gives them something to
build on.  Both Western Fair and Grand River have clearly
gained from the fact there is less competition for live racing
in the Province too. 
   Perhaps the most interesting model currently being
examined in Ontario is the live model. Leamington Raceway

was approved for a handful of cards in 2013 as an
experiment. They raced for $1,000 per dash, and
promoted the heck out of it in the community. With no
simulcast, just on-track betting, they achieved over
$40,000 in handle. At a 20% rake, that was close to paying
for the purses for the day. That might not sound like much,
but when racetracks show government revenue and buzz
around an event, the government is more apt to be helpful.
I don't think that can be overstated.
   Despite the above numbers, this is certainly not a
feel-good article. Racing in Ontario, when compared to
what it was two years ago, is a shadow of itself from a
horsemen and horse ownership point of view. Breeding,
obviously, has been decimated. However, there are
positive signs that the product itself, especially when
amalgamated with government support, just might have a
future. Twenty-four months ago I think you could count on
one hand how many people thought that was even
remotely possible. 

By Brett Sturman
Race 7, F&M B-2/B-1 Pace
MARTY PARTY drops and even though she lands the
worst of it at the post draw she ought to be good enough to
rebound against these.  Classy 5-year-old sees her lowest
level of competition in quite some time; I'd be very
surprised if she isn't gunning from the start.  SO NICE
qualified impressively and makes her first start for Sisco;
likely to be coming from off the pace in just her first start
back and as an older mare.  CHEYENNE MIRIAM exits a
race that has seen its first two finishers go on to compete
at the highest levels here; she's developed into a top mare
for Siegelman.  STAGE IT RIGHT jogged last week
against slightly lesser and now takes the next logical step;
I wouldn't be so quick to discount in a field that looks like
lots of early speed from the outside.

Race 8, B-2 Trot
DEADLIEST CATCH debuts as a 4-year-old and this was
a very talented sophomore last year that raced admirably
against the best in his division.  Duer qualified and puts
down Pierce right away; could be ready at first asking
following layoff.  Mc TINYS HOPE steps up after
destroying weaker.  VIPER BLUE CHIP makes his first
start in over a month; Burke horse should offer some type
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of price in here.  TWIN B SPIKEMAN hacked it first over last
week against a front end Burke winner and now lands the
rail.  HERE COMES NUMBERS drops back to the level of
his last win here on 12-13.  SHEENA'S SHADOW sported a
solid late brush last out.

Race 9, F&M C-2 Pace
LOVE YOU ALWAYS is obviously a different mare now with
Cushing than she was when we knew her here last year with
Robinson, but this is a rather blank looking group and this
one still looks best.  The winner of her most recent would
crush these; looks solid in third start back from the layoff. 
CRUISE QUEEN rates a look in here if for no other reason
than the connections; closed in :27:3 last out when coming
from post 9.  BAD FEELING at least showed some speed
last out in a race where she garnered some attraction; likely
to be going forward early.  GORDYYY'S PET has seen her
stock fallen in recent months but raced well here a number
of times last year; she can land a share.

Race 10, C-1 Trot
POINTE OF HONOUR takes a key drop and he surprised
here last season with a fast 1:53 win.  He's better than his
most recent and should be put in play at some point at a
price.  FRISKY STRIKE goes second start for Burke but
might be tough to improve much off Allard.  RIVERFEST
sports three straight seconds the last times he was seen at
this level.  LITTLE BITTY LIES was somehow favored
against Sweet Justice a couple back and prior to that picked
up a check against Bee A Magician; she'll have to go a bit
quicker than she did in her most recent win here.  MR
FENWICK shouldn't have been favored when last seen but
that race two back where he closed in :27:4 does warrant
him a look in this spot.  He's capable of early if pilot wishes;
expect it.  TIGERS TOO GOOD has been here before;
needs a flat mile.
$27 ticket ($1 base):  5-7-9 / 2-5-9 / 4 / 2-6-10
$5 ticket ($1 base):  9 / 9 / 4 / 1-2-6-8-10 

Monday’s Results
9, DD, $21,000, P, FILLIES/MARES Winners Over $12,000
Last 6 Starts / Open Post Positions 1 thru 5 & 9 Drawn Post
Positions 6 thru 8 Drawn, 26.3, 54.3, 1:23.2, 1:53.3, FT
San Fran Lady N (m, 8, Live Or Die--Emcil, by Miles
Mccool) O-Peter J Tritton Inc. B-Mrs F A & M L Bowden,
NZ. T-Peter Tritton. D-Anthony Morgan, $10,500, Lifetime
Record: 69-20-4-9, $140,850

Wednesday’s Results
10, DD, $20,000, T, Open Handicap Post Position No. 8
Assigned, 28.2, 59.1, 1:27.4, 1:56.2, FT
Awsome Valley (g, 5, Valley Victor--Nannina Ambrosio,
by American Winner), $15,000 2010 LEX-SEL
O-Rev Trust Of Barbara Boese. B-Walter S Fister LLC.

T-Ryan Mc Innis. D-Anthony Morgan, $10,000, Lifetime
Record: 63-19-9-10, $206,583

Thursday’s Results
8, DD, $30,000, P, Open Preferred Handicap Post
Positions 1 thru 3 Drawn Post Positions 4 thru 6 Drawn,
27.0, 55.2, 1:22.4, 1:50.2, FT
1-Nova Artist (h, 7, Real Artist--Avon Lady, by Elegant
Osborne), $35,000 2008 SHS-HBG O-Howard Edward &
Kathleen Davis. B-Arlene L & Jules J Siegel. T-Eddie
Davis. D-Allan Davis, $15,000, Lifetime Record:
129-31-21-19, $783,167
2-E Z Noah (g, 5, Western Terror--Her Mattjesty, by Matt's
Scooter), $40,000 2010 LEX-SEL O-Vip Internet Stable
LLC & Baron Racing Stable. B-Seize The Day Industries.
T-Josh Green. D-Victor Kirby, $7,500
3-Adventure Bound (g, 6, Camluck--Unchained Speed,
by Ball And Chain) O-Wm Kenneth Wood & William J
Dittmar Jr & Stephen J Iaquinta. B-Millar Farms, CA.
T-Eric Ell. D-Ron Pierce, $3,600
Calls: 1H, 1H, 1H, 1Q, 1
Finish Order: Texican N, Gd Airliner, Bigtown Hero
To view replay click here 

10, DD, $27,500, P, DELAWARE Special, 27.1, 56.1,
1:23.3, 1:51.1, FT
Sunshine Superman (g, 7, Rocknroll Hanover--Carolina
Sunshine, by Cambest) O-Alton E Lynch Jr. B-Docs
Farm Inc & Shari Watchman. T-A Toby Lynch Jr. D-A Toby
Lynch Jr, $13,750, Lifetime Record: 120-20-19-12,
$283,288
To view replay click here

Thursday’s Results
9, Mea, $20,000, T, *F&M W/0 $10,000
LIFE/PREFERRED HANDICAP* P.P.1-6 DRAWN; 7-8
DRAWN, 28.4, 58.4, 1:28.0, 1:58.1, SY
Princess Pablano (m, 4, Holy Guacamolie--Cr Princess
Bride, by Royal Troubador) O-Burke Racing Stable LLC
& Weaver Bruscemi LLC. B-Rod Allen Inc. T-Ron Burke.
D-Mike Wilder, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 35-6-4-2,
$94,393    hard to do when it was just me. Ashley has her
trainer’s license, and she’ll pretty much run the barn when
I’m on the road.” 

LAST NIGHT’S MEADOWLANDS RESULTS WERE NOT
AVAILABLE WHEN HRU WENT TO PRESS

http://Www.HarnessRacingUpdate.com
http://www.harnessracingupdate.com/video/index.cfm?race_code=201401091834DOT8%20
http://www.harnessracingupdate.com/video/index.cfm?race_code=201401091913DOT10%20

